Run the Mile You’re In is not about winning races and setting
running records. It’s about always moving forward. Moving outward is an act of courage. The reward is living the lifestyle and
embracing the dream.
—Bart Yasso, newly retired chief running officer, Runner’s World

Ryan’s journey on and off the course is touching and a meaningful way to live by helping others. This is an uplifting book of joy
and finding your sense of purpose.
—Meb Keflezighi, Olympic silver medalist; Boston
Marathon and NYC Marathon champion

What I love about this book is that we get to know the real Ryan
Hall. He talks about why it wasn’t just the training that was key
to his athletic and life success but also his faith. To succeed in the
world’s most competitive sport takes so much; Ryan explains it
all in this fine new book.
—Bill Rodgers, four time Boston Marathon and
NYC Marathon champion

Ryan examines and deciphers his well-l ived life, and whether or
not you share his deep Christian faith, there’s much to learn here.
He says that he always strove to run free and to run hard. This
book contains many lessons to help you follow the same path.
—Amby Burfoot, 1968 Boston Marathon winner;
writer, Runner’s World; author, Run Forever

I’m inspired by so many of the chapter titles in this book.
“Vision,” because the “genius is seeing it in the seed.” “Sacrifice,”
because we can accomplish anything if we are willing to accept
the sacrifices involved. “Failure,” because we fail only if we don’t
try. And “Faith,” because with faith, nothing is impossible. Ryan
vividly drives home these and many other nuggets of wisdom.
—Dave McGillivray, DMSE Sports; Race Director,
Boston Marathon
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Ryan knows what it takes to be a champion. No matter what
career you’re involved in or what your stage of life is, I guarantee you’ll be encouraged and equipped as Ryan helps you have
the perspective and confidence to fight from victory and not for
victory.
—L on Williams, pastor, Liberty Church

I have deep admiration for Ryan and his approach to his profession and life. He does a great job of unpacking the big picture and
yet being fully engaged in the mile he is in. Get ready to run the
race of your life.
—Eric Johnson, author, speaker, pastor,
Bethel Church, Redding, CA

This book will inspire you to chase bigger dreams, challenge you
to rethink success, and invite you into a deeper relationship with
God. Ryan shares with incredible vulnerability that we can draw
nearer to God both on the mountain tops and in the valleys.
—Michael Chitwood, Executive Director of Church
and Ministry Partnerships, World Vision
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This book is dedicated to my wife, Sara, for always
believing in me and supporting me; to my kids, who
have added so much joy to my life and will be the
greatest legacy I could leave; to my extended family,
who was on this journey with me through the ups
and downs; to my friends who encouraged me along
the way; and to everyone who is on the journey of
discovering what God has put inside of them.
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MILE 1

Vision
I remember the image vividly—the

sparkling bright blue
water of Big Bear Lake in the high mountain region of Southern
California. Because I’d grown up in these mountains, I’d
taken in this image often, but this time it was accompanied
by a vision. I was a thirteen-year-old eighth-grade basketball
player—one who seemed to be stuck at four foot eleven and
ninety-n ine pounds—and despite being one of the hardest
workers on the team, I wasn’t seeing much playing time. But
that didn’t keep me from enjoying being a part of the team
and observing our weekly games from the sidelines. On this
particular winter travel trip, the van was full of rambunctious
junior high boy energy, the kind that would give most adults a
headache, but I found myself tuning out the chaos and gazing
at Big Bear Lake. It was as if all the commotion couldn’t penetrate my ears; all I could hear was God giving me a desire I’d
never had before. I felt like He was giving me the aspiration
to run around the lake. The desire wasn’t overly obvious; it
was more as if I had an itch that could be relieved only by
attempting the feat.
Looking back, I realize that my experience in the van was
13
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a God-inspired vision, though at the time it seemed like simply
an idea that popped into my head. Like many boys, I’d grown
up mad about sports and had played the big three American
favorites: basketball, football, and—my biggest love—baseball.
The son of a former drafted major league baseball player, I
dreamed of one day following in my dad’s footsteps and getting
drafted by a major league team. I spent a considerable amount
of time pursuing this dream, tirelessly throwing a baseball into
a green tarp with a painted white box that signified the strike
zone. Always one to help me fulfill my dreams, my dad had
created this pitching practice setup in our back yard.
Yet my vision in the van wasn’t about baseball. It wasn’t
even about football or basketball. It was about running. This
came as a surprise to me because I’d had zero interest in the
sport. I’d been around 5K road races and had watched my dad
compete in marathons, but I didn’t have any desire to run.
Running seemed boring and, well, kind of pointless. Why
would you choose a sport, like track, where you run around
in circles as fast as you can only to finish in the same spot
where you started?
Thankfully, though, I paid attention to the voice urging me
to run around Big Bear Lake. But my vision wasn’t an easy one
to live out. The only running I’d done was short sprints on the
basketball court, the football field, or the baseball diamond.
And here’s the kicker: it’s fifteen miles around the lake. Fifteen
miles is challenging enough, but the lake is also at seven thousand feet altitude. The thin air at that elevation makes you feel
like you’re breathing through a straw. Despite those obstacles,
something about this crazy vision captured me.
It’s easy to dismiss the visions that pop into our minds,
especially when they don’t seem to fit with the rest of our
lives. I’d dreamed of becoming a major league baseball player,
14
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not a runner. And it was just a sudden desire I had—I want to
run around Big Bear Lake. I hadn’t heard an audible voice from
God. I hadn’t read anything etched in stone. I hadn’t received
a prophetic word. But I felt a strong pull in my heart, a passion
to do something I’d never before imagined, and so it seemed
important to act on my vision.
It’s crazy how sometimes our smallest decisions turn out
to have the most significant consequences. We spend hours
and hours writing lists of pros and cons and seeking advice
from friends, family members, and colleagues about the big
decisions—where to go to college, whether to get married or
have kids, which job offer to accept—but we rarely deliberate
the small decisions. We tell ourselves that those little things
don’t matter when actually they can be extremely important.
I’m not saying that the big decisions shouldn’t be carefully
considered, but I’ve learned that we also shouldn’t dismiss the
small ones, because these decisions can subtly change the trajectory of our lives. If I hadn’t acted on my God-given vision to
run around the lake, I never would have had the opportunity
to run at Stanford, meet my wife, compete on two Olympic
teams, travel around the globe, and live out all the amazing
experiences I’ve had as a result of running. And all of this
came from a God-inspired seedling of a thought, one that I
could have easily dismissed. I am so grateful I didn’t.
After that road trip with the basketball team, I shared my
vision with my dad. I’m surprised he didn’t dismiss it right
away as being crazy and not a good idea. Now that I’m a dad,
I’m not sure I would have reacted the way he did. I would have
been more likely to tell any of my four daughters that she
should start with a smaller, more attainable goal. But that’s not
how my dad responded. He simply told me that if I wanted to
run the fifteen miles around the lake, he would run it with me.
15
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The more I look back on this, the more amazing his response
seems. I tend to find myself wanting to give my kids advice
and guidance, and there’s certainly a place for that in parenting, but sometimes I need to take the dad hat off and partner
with my kids’ deepest desires. I need to say, “If that’s what you
want to do, let’s do it together.” I’ve learned a lot about God
as I’ve increasingly viewed Him as the ultimate Father. Jesus
describes God that way when He talks about how on earth,
evil fathers know how to give good gifts to their kids; therefore, how much more does God, who is in heaven, know how
to give good gifts to His kids (Matt. 7:11)? As I think about how
I want to grow as a good father, I realize that I am interested
in what my kids are into, and I do everything I can to support
and help them in their dreams and journeys. How much more
must God be interested in the desires of our hearts and in our
dreams, especially if He is the one who put those dreams there
to begin with? I really believe that God is intensely interested
in our hearts and all the desires and dreams that reside in them
as He leads us to chase after them.
The following Saturday morning, without any preparation, I laced up my high-top basketball shoes—hours later, my
bulging blisters showed me that basketball shoes are a little
different from running shoes—and headed out the door with
my dad for what turned out to be a very long and painful run
around Big Bear Lake. Before beginning our journey, my dad
and I completed some light stretching on our front porch, then
Dad had me pump my hand into a fist and then flat as fast as
I could for one minute to show me how strong my heart had
to be to pump blood throughout my body my entire life. (If
you want to try it, be ready for some serious cramping and
pain by the end of the minute.) He had me do this to show
me that running was a way for me to make my heart stronger.
16
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We then began the run with a walk, which became my custom throughout my running career, of about 100 meters as
a way to warm the body up before beginning a slow jog. As
a nonrunner, I understood that I was in for a major physical
challenge, but I was not mentally prepared for it. I made it
about six miles before we had to stop as we reached the dam
and took a little time to watch some fishermen bait-fish in
the deep blue waters. I’ve never enjoyed watching fishing
so much in my entire life. I relished every second, hoping to
postpone my run as long as possible. Starting back up after
that brief break, my quads felt like jello, and I wasn’t even
halfway there yet! I questioned whether I could make it the
last nine miles. Luckily, I had already navigated the hilliest
section of the paved, well-traveled road looping the lake. That
was the only factor in my favor at that point.
Three miles later, we stopped at a liquor store to grab a cold
Sobe to replenish my depleted body of hydration, sugar, and
electrolytes. The icy, sugary, orange-carrot drink tasted divine
in my fatigued and dehydrated state. Once again, it was challenging to start running again after taking a break. Yet somehow
I found a way to keep putting one foot in front of the other, in
large part because of my dad’s support. An avid runner who
could knock off fifteen miles in half the time it was going to
take the two of us, he never let on whether he was impatient or
bored. My dad just stayed by my side offering encouragement
after encouragement and telling me how great I was doing. I
definitely didn’t feel like I was doing great, but hearing those
positive words went a long way in helping me maintain a hopeful, confident belief that I would finish the full run.
Our last stop was with 1.5 miles to go. I was hurting worse
than I had ever hurt in my life, and I can imagine that I looked
even worse than I felt. My dad decided it would be good for me
17
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to take a little break and ice my legs in the frigid lake water,
which must have been colder than 50 degrees in the winter. I
didn’t care how cold the lake was; I had lost feeling in my legs
miles ago. After icing our legs for about ten minutes, I shoved
my blistered, battered feet into my basketball shoes, laced them
up, and set off on the longest 1.5 miles of my life. I felt as heavy
as an elephant. With every step, it felt like it took great strength
and energy to lift my foot off the ground.
When we finally made it home, I was beyond exhausted.
I remember stumbling through the front door and being faced
with the runner’s debate: couch or refrigerator? I couldn’t decide
whether I was more tired or hungry, but I ended up opting for
the couch. In my exhausted state, I suddenly found it was a lot
easier to connect with God. I didn’t have to go into my prayer
closet and put earplugs in and beg God to let me hear His voice.
It was more as if my immense fatigue had quieted my mind and
all of the distractions around me and the only thing left was
His voice. Until this point, I knew who God was. I occasionally
spent a little time reading the Bible and praying, but I wouldn’t
say I was conversational with God. But I discovered that when
I am exhausted, I can more easily pray and—more important—
hear His voice. Depleted from my journey, I felt God speak to
the depths of my heart for the first time in my life. And what
He told me was nothing short of amazing. God unleashed His
purpose for the next season of my life. God spoke to me that I
would one day run with the best runners in the world and that
I would also be given the gift of helping others through my running. Now, I knew what running with the best runners in the
world looked like: the Olympics. But helping people through
running? It took ten years before I discovered how powerful
my running could be as a way to love others.

18
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Purpose

It was acting on my visionto run around the lake that led to
God’s revealing His purpose for my next season of life. If I had
not had the vision before the purpose, I wouldn’t have believed
the purpose was accurate or possible. Something activated
within me on that run around the lake. Somehow, despite
the pain and my dread toward running, I became intrigued
with it. I began to see potential in myself I hadn’t seen before.
There began an inkling of curiosity to see why God had given
me the vision and desire to run around the lake. After that
moment with God on the couch, everything changed. I no
longer saw my purpose as one day playing professional baseball. My purpose, on my way to running with the best guys
in the world and loving others through running, was to run
and nurture the talent God had put inside of me. Not only did
what I do change but also who I was changed. I went from
a typical middle school boy dabbling in this and that, trying
to be cool and just get by in school, to a driven, disciplined,
and focused athlete. I never lived my life the same way again.
My goals changed. My desires changed. My friends changed.
How I went about my life and how I spent my time changed.
19
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That day I began an adventure with God that lasted twenty
years before it evolved into a new season of life.
People often ask me if I was surprised to make Olympic
teams and set American records, and my answer is always no
because God told me where I was going from the very beginning. That day, God gave me a belief that I was designed for
a mission. One of my favorite movies is I, Robot for the reason
that at the climax of the movie (spoiler alert), the main character, a robot named Sonny, realizes that his creator (a scientist)
designed him to help save the world. Once Sonny realizes
his purpose, he is able to carry out his mission because he
realizes that his designer gave him everything he needed to
fulfill it when he created him. In the same way, I believe that
we each have a mission to accomplish and that we have been
designed in such a way that we are not lacking anything to
accomplish it. Everything we need is already inside of us. We
just have to find it and figure out how to cultivate it.
Having purpose is important because the road is hard.
My purpose sustained me through years and years of gut-
wrenching lows, disappointments, and heartache. My
purpose gave me the courage to get back up every time I
stumbled, because I knew I hadn’t yet lived out the mission
I was designed to carry out. It’s as if my purpose was calling
me forward, like a magnet pulling me toward accomplishing
what I needed to when my strength was weak.
I believe that God has given all of us a purpose, a calling,
a mission—whatever terminology you prefer. He has given
each of us our own promised land to enter the same way He
created the Promised Land for Israel to enter. He might not
have communicated our purpose through an audible voice, a
flash of lightning, or a vivid vision, but because God is the
ultimate Father, I believe that He wants to show us what we
20
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were created for more than we want to find it, so He is going
to reveal to us that purpose. Our job is simply to watch for it
and act on it.
Sometimes God ignites a dead desire within us. At other
times, he gives us a set of skills and abilities that allows us to
do something only we could do, as was the case for Sonny in
I, Robot. I know Sonny is just a character in a movie, but I have
felt the same sensation. When I found what I was created to
do, suddenly my life made sense and what seemed impossible
became possible. God created us to go after the seemingly
impossible because He designed us with a purpose in mind!
Ephesians 2:10 says, “For we are His workmanship, created in
Christ Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand
so that we would walk in them.”
Maybe you already know what you were created to do.
Maybe you haven’t yet discovered your purpose. Or maybe
your purpose in one season of your life is shifting to a different purpose in a new season. It may take some dialogue
with God—and with people in your life—to figure out what
He has created you to do. I am now in a season of figuring
out what’s in the next season after retiring from professional
running a little more than three years ago. I’m not sure what
my next mission is, but I know that the end of one mission
signifies the beginning of another. I know that God has something else for me to go after, something He probably had been
preparing me for in my last season of life as a professional runner. I’m beginning to see that coaching others to achieve their
goals in running brings life to me in much the same way that
competing did, and I can see that perhaps all throughout my
professional running career, God was preparing me to coach.
As a result, I have begun to coach a few athletes, beginning
with my wife and also helping to coach my daughter. I’m not
21
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sure where the road will take me, but I believe God always
asks me to do my best with what is right in front of me, and
so I’m continuing to love and help others through running. I
am carrying on the purpose of the last season in a new way.
If you really want to discover the purpose for your season
of life, I believe that one of the best ways to find it is to talk
to others who know you well. Sometimes it’s easier to see
someone else’s giftedness than your own. If you are searching
for your next God-given mission, I encourage you to surround
yourself with close friends who will tell you what gifts God
has given you and what those gifts may be equipping you to
do. My dad—who obviously knows me well—did an amazing job of telling me the potential he saw inside me without
bending my arm to act on that potential. He knew it had to be
my choice, that I needed to act on my own desire. Even before
I began running, Dad used to tell me that I could be a great
runner if I wanted to be. Yet he always followed that comment with, “But you have to be the one who wants to run.”
I’m so glad he didn’t push me into running, because if he had,
I would have been doing it for him and likely would have quit
after my first significant setback. Passion that comes from our
own drive is so much more powerful than passion derived
from another person’s dreams.
A few years ago, I coached high school cross-country at
my oldest daughter’s school, University Preparatory School in
Redding, California. Coaching has made me realize how different my life would have been had I not received the purpose
I was created for when I was thirteen years old. I imagine
my desire to fit in and be cool would have led to some poor
choices that would have had negative consequences on what
colleges I could have attended, who I would have surrounded
myself with, and ultimately, what I would do with my life.
22
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Because of that, as a coach, my primary goal is to help my
athletes find purpose for their lives—whether it be running
or something different. I am learning to do this by using the
same approach my dad used with me. I “call out the gold”
in them. I let my athletes know what could be possible for
them, but ultimately, I allow them to decide whether they
want to pursue their potential. For example, when I watch
certain athletes run, I can tell by their stride, footspeed, and
how they respond to training that they have an exceptional
level of running talent, so I try to make sure they know what
I am seeing rather than just keeping my belief in them hidden.
It seems obvious that I should tell my athletes about the talent
I see in them, but I’ve found that it takes intentionality for me
to “call out the gold,” because often my thoughts stay captive
in my mind. Another way for me to help my athletes find
their purpose is to take an interest in them as persons. I don’t
want just to talk running with them. I like to get to know
their likes and dislikes, what they wake up in the morning
excited about, what makes them tick, what motivates them,
what they fear, and I just try to learn about them. Doing so,
I learn a lot about how God created them and possibly what
gifts He has given them to use, which allows me to help
them find their purpose. There is no greater feeling for me
as a coach than to help someone find their purpose, because
I know firsthand how empowering it is to live a life of purpose. Once an athlete finds their purpose, they can focus their
entire being on cultivating it.
When I think about Jesus and how He cultivated the purpose for which He came, I recall the passage in Matthew 16
where Peter rebukes Jesus for saying He would be delivered
to the elders, chief priests, and scribes and then killed before
being raised from the dead three days later. Jesus’ response
23
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reveals His passion for fulfilling His purpose: “But He turned
and said to Peter, ‘Get behind Me, Satan! You are a stumbling
block to Me; for you are not setting your mind on God’s interests, but man’s’ ” (Matt. 16:23).
It’s hard not to laugh at the harshness of Jesus’ response.
Who calls their friend Satan? Seems kind of intense, right?
But Jesus was so intent on doing what He had been put on
earth to accomplish that He rightfully saw anything that
challenged His mission as being from the devil. That’s how
focused I want to be on accomplishing what God created me
to do, because I realize that today, more than ever, so many
distractions pull me away from my mission. During my career
as a professional runner, I didn’t feel like just a runner on the
starting line trying to run fast. I felt a clear and deep sense of
purpose coupled with a strong vision of where I was going
to end up. I really believe that it was this sense of vision that
propelled me to greater heights than I otherwise could have
attained, and I believe it is a key for all of us to fulfill our
purpose.

24
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Sacrifice
After my run around Big Bear Lake,I

asked my dad to
write me a training program for my running. Even though the
sport Dad knew best was baseball, he had already coached
some very good runners (one of whom ran 9:05 for two miles
as a senior in high school) during his time as a teacher in
both Australia and Seattle. He’d also read dozens of books
about running and had developed into a good runner himself,
running close to a sub-t hree-hour marathon, so he was well
equipped to help me on my journey. He handwrote my training plan for a month at a time, and I followed it religiously.
My first forty-m ile week, when I was a freshman in high
school, felt like such a huge accomplishment, which is pretty
funny to reflect on now, considering that years later I would
put in more than forty miles per week when I was tapering
(resting) for a race.
That’s what progressive training is all about, though—
increasing your normal. When you are accustomed to running
twenty or thirty miles a week, a forty-mile week feels like a
huge jump. Pretty soon, though, your body adapts and gets
stronger to the point where what was once a challenge has now
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